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iPillow
The Anti-Bed Bug Pillow is a life changing invention! It is
a very comfortable anti-bed bug pillow. This amazing invention
is usually used on farms because there are many bugs in the
fields. This pillow has been laboratory tested
and is endorsed by the A.S.A. (American Sleep
Association). Unfortunately, these cool pillows
only come in white. The bed bug pillow is very simple to use. You
just put it on your bed and the bed bugs run away! It is very easy
and useful!
If you like that invention, I know you will find the iPillow irresistible! The
iPillow is a bed bug and mosquito free device! It comes with an iPod nano already
programmed with twenty lullabies. The best part of this pillow is that it comes
with a bed bug free mattress cover! Since the pillow is huge, it comes with a
space bag to suck out the air, which is perfect for traveling!
Unlike the Anti-Bed Bug pillow, this one comes in a variety of colors. For
instance, the pillow has five background colors to choose from such as: yellow,
pink, purple, red and gray with decorated black and white peace signs. For boys,
the pillows come in green, orange, blue and brown backgrounds, but the
decorations are soccer balls in black and white. For adults, the pillows come in
solid colors like red, black, grey and white! Believe it or not, there are iPillows
for little babies! These come in blue, pink and white.
All iPillows come in large sizes, but since it comes with a space bag, you
can reduce the size by 95%! The iPillow is an amazing invention for all the
family to enjoy! Even a little baby can have one because the repellent is not
toxic. I am sure you will love this product and if you buy one you will get
another one for half the price!

